Circa Baseball™ - Assembly Instructions

Parts List:
[1] Game Frame
[2] Back Wall
[3] Left Field Wall (marked with 320)
[5] Right Field Wall (marked with 330)
[7] Ball Return (pre-assembled)
[8] Support Legs (2)
[9] Wood Dowels (2)
[10] Screws (2)

Tools Required:
Phillips screwdriver

Game Assembly
Circa Baseball™ requires minimal assembly. It is our recommendation that an adult be present during assembly. Please refer to the diagrams for visual reference.

Step 1 - Start by attaching the Support Legs [8] into their corresponding areas in the bottom of the Game Frame [1]. Place wood dowels [9] into the counter-holes in the Support Legs [8] and secure the leg to the Game Frame bottom using the supplied screws [10]. See diagram below.

Step 2 - Place Back Wall [2] into the long channel along the back edge of the Game Frame [1]. The Back Wall [2] is joined in 4 spots to wrap around the side of the Game Frame [1].

Step 3 - Insert the tabs of the Left Field Wall [3], Right Field Wall [5] and Home Run Wall [4] into the recessed holes in the Game Frame [1]. Note: Left Field Wall is marked with a 320 ft. marker and the Right Field Wall is marked with a 330 ft. marker.

*Circa Baseball™ uses 7/16" stainless steel ball bearings. Check with your local hardware store should you require replacements.

Circa Baseball™ - How to Play

Just like the Big Leagues

Before stepping up to the plate it is advised a player take a few practice swings to get the feel for the bat. Using your left hand to steady the game, pull the lever located on the right side of the game, towards you with your right hand. This is the lever that controls your bat swing. Once you’re comfortable with your swing, it’s time to put the ball into play.

The Pitch

Place the supplied ball in the spring loaded plunger located on the right side of the game. Pull back on the plunger and release the ball into play. Pitch trajectory is controlled by the amount of force you use with the plunger. A hard pull will send the ball down the left side of the field; a soft pull down the right side.

Circa Baseball™ Rules

Full swings must be made when swinging the bat. “Check swings” or “trapping” the ball with the bat constitute a strike. Strikes are also called if the ball gets past the bat or the ball leaves the game surface (usually attributed to over-powering the swing). A third strike cannot be called on a ball that leaves the surface; just like foul balls in real baseball.

The Field

Circa Baseball™ has six hole placements ranging from singles to home runs. The holes are positioned in such a way that singles are easiest, home runs the most difficult. For home runs, a ball must go up the ramp and through the hole to count. A ball that goes over the wall is considered a foul ball.

There are also four “out” holes placed strategically on the game surface. After a ball enters an out hole, the ball will be deposited into the ball return on the left side of the game. Place the ball into the pitching channel and continue play until you have three outs. Use a scratch pad to keep track of play or use the infamous “ghost runner” scoring technique (calling the game as you go along, i.e. “runner on first, two outs, two strikes...”).